
The only domestic Japan-made stethoscope manufacturer
High quality Japan-made stethoscope

Approx. 40%  share of the number of stethoscopes sold in Japan



・Stéréophonette series

① Stéréophonette No.175

② Stéréophonette No.171

③ Stéréophonette No.178

④ Stéréophonette No.333

・ Specification of Stéréophonette

・What is Stéréophonette?

・Stereo sound auscultation

・How to use Stereophonette efficiently?
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The highest grade model single-head type for Stereophonette 

①Right and left independent sound from chest piece to ear tip makes users to figure 
out stereo information like expansion and direction of sound origin AS WELL AS
strong/weak and quality of sound.

② Massive feeling because of stainless chest piece and binaural.
Superior auscultation can be created by sound conduction coming from hard 
stainless material.  
Good reputation from Respiratory･Cardiology specialist.

③ High-class looking makes users to be comfortable for use.

Stéréophonette Premium No.175

Adjustable binaural

Ear tip

Binaural

Back of the head



The highest grade model for Stereophonette 

①Right and left independent sound from chest piece to ear tip makes users to figure 
out stereo information like expansion and direction of sound origin AS WELL AS
strong/weak and quality of sound.

② Massive feeling because of stainless chest piece and binaural.
Superior auscultation can be created by sound conduction coming from hard 
stainless material.  
Good reputation from Respiratory･Cardiology specialist.

③ High-class looking makes users to be comfortable for use.

Stéréophonette No.171

Adjustable binaural

Ear tip

Nose

Binaural

Back of the head



The standard type of Stereophonette 

①Right and left independent sound from chest piece to ear tip makes 
users to figure out stereo information like expansion and direction of 
sound origin AS WELL AS strong/weak and quality of sound.

②360 degree rotating soft ear tip makes fitting to be comfortable and not 
to irritate the ears. Fitting to all users by adjustable binaural. 

③Non-chilling ring and cover ring DO NOT feel patients not to be chilled.

④ 6 colors of tube selectable（Black ･ Navy-blue ･ Burgundy ）

Stéréophonette No.178

Adjustable binaural

Nose
Ear tip

Back of the head

Binaural

Rotating soft ear tip

Soft ear tip Binaural move 
available



Single-head type of Stereophonette

①Right and left independent sound from chest piece to ear tip makes 
users to figure out stereo information like expansion and direction of 
sound origin AS WELL AS strong/weak and quality of sound.

②It is a single-head type, however it has superior sound conduction 
because of Zinc die-cast chest piece. 
High reputation from Respiratory specialist and executive nurses.

Stéréophonette No.333

Adjustable binaural

Nose
Ear tip

Binaural

Back of the head



Stereophonette

Manufacturer KENZMEDICO KENZMEDICO KENZMEDICO KENZMEDICO

Model name No.175 No.171 No.178 No.333（single)

Material of chest piece Stainless Stainless Zinc die-cast Zinc die-cast

Material of binaural Stainless Stainless Brass Brass

Binaural angle adjust ○ ○ ○ ○

Diaphragm（Adult） ○ ○ ○ ○

Bell（Adult） × ○ ○ ×

Tube two-in-one two-in-one two-in-one two-in-one 

Rotating ear tip ○ ○ ○ ○

Antibacterial treatment × × × ×

Repairable spring 
equipped with binaural 

○ ○ ○ ○

Length ７０ｃｍ ７３ｃｍ ６８ｃｍ ７５ｃｍ

Weight ２５０ｇ ２３０ｇ ２００ｇ １５０ｇ

Number of  color ２ １ ６ ６

Specification of Stéréophonette



The chest peace is divided into right and left by a central partition, and 
sound is conducted through two-in-one tube with two sound routes.
In other words,  it is high quality stethoscope which you can hear the 
independent sound from right and left ear.
By ordinary stethoscope, you hear the sound from right and left ear AS one 
sound. It is like to hear mono sound from radio. 
By Stereophonette, you can hear the sound from right and left ear 
independently and auscultated information like direction, conduction and 
expansion of the sound will increase drastically.

What is Stéréophonette?



The sound with expansion and direction

EX ： Realistic adverse sound of aortic valve disease WITH direction 
Sound causing from intersitial pneumonia can be heard.
(It is difficult to hear by ordinary stethoscope.)

Existing stethoscope Stéréophonette

Expanded sound inspection by audio system monitor

Stereo sound auscultation

The diagnostic information(like direction of abnormal sound) can be easily recognized by 
direction and conduction of sound from the abnormal sound origin of cardiopulmonary. 



In order to know the superiority of Stereophonette, the best way is that 
you actually will try to use it.
There is a method to let you understand the superiority in 10 seconds.

Let your customer hang on Stereophonette to the ears and face diaphragm as Figure 1 below. 

Then, slide the finger putting on diaphragm from 
left to right like from Figure 2 to Figure 4.
（ Crossing divided line on chest piece by finger）
Customer can feel the sound conduction moving 
from right to left. 

How to use Stereophonette efficiently?

Figure 1

Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4




